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 Central Washington University                               Hy-Tek's Meet Manager
                     UAF Birch Hill Invitational - 8/29/2009                      
                    Fairbanks, AK (Birch Hill Recreation Area)                    
                               Last Completed Event                               
 
Event 2  Women 3k Run CC
==================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                Avg Mile     Finals  Points
==================================================================================
  1 Schnurr, Theresia         SO Alaska                  6:00.1   11:11.10    1   
  2 Sieber, Raphaela             Unattached              6:10.0   11:29.60        
  3 Edic, Heather             FR Alaska                  6:24.3   11:56.30    2   
  4 Stensland, Maria          SR Alaska                  6:28.3   12:03.80    3   
  5 Korthauer, Aurelia        SR Alaska                  6:32.5   12:11.50    4   
  6 Cooke, Stephanie          SR Central Wash.           6:34.5   12:15.40    5   
  7 Rjabov, Marit                Unattached              6:38.0   12:21.80        
  8 Konieczny, Rebecca        SO Alaska                  6:39.1   12:23.90    6   
  9 Kreft, Kelsey             SO Central Wash.           6:39.3   12:24.20    7   
 10 Benedix, Jana             SO Alaska                  6:41.6   12:28.50    8   
 11 Bakeman, Mary             SR Central Wash.           6:47.2   12:38.90    9   
 12 Mendoza, Adriana          SR Central Wash.           6:50.8   12:45.70   10   
 13 Bender, Morgan               Unattached              7:08.3   13:18.30        
 14 Vreeland, Shannon         SR Central Wash.           7:34.1   14:06.50   11   
 15 Bennett, Katelyn          JR Alaska                  7:43.2   14:23.30   12   
 16 Thompson, Megan              Unattached              7:55.4   14:46.20        
                                                                                  
                                   Team Scores                                    
================================================================================= 
Rank Team                      Total    1    2    3    4    5   *6   *7   *8   *9 
================================================================================= 
   1 University of Alaska Fair    16    1    2    3    4    6    8   12           
      Total Time:    59:46.60                                                     
         Average:    11:57.32                                                     
   2 Central Washington Univer    42    5    7    9   10   11                     
      Total Time:  1:04:10.70                                                     
         Average:    12:50.14                                                     
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